RuleTek is looking for Computer majors for System Architect role.About Company:

RuleTek is a BPM architecture services company specializing in providing architectural leadership to Pega Smart BPM projects. The
company's mission is to provide architectural thought leadership and rigorous development execution practices to make BPM
initiatives successful. Their depth of experience and unique approach to design and delivery brand them as leaders in today’s BPM
landscape. RuleTek seeks the best of the best in today’s BPM talent to join their team. If you think you fit the bill and can thrive in
the most fast-paced and competitive environments, contact them at careers@ruletek.com.

Position: System Architect

Job Description:

A RuleTek System Architect will be responsible for analysis, design, and development of Pega (PRPC) solutions for our clients. We
are looking for highly motivated, outside-the-box thinkers with the desire to continuously improve themselves and others. Our firm’s
success relies on our ability to find unique ways to deliver more efficiently and to make those around us better, faster, and smarter.


Work as part of a team to design, build, and support BPM applications for our clients



Work independently on technical and business tasks



Analyze user requirements



Develop system features and functionality out of user requirements. Designs and develops user interfaces



Follow design methodologies, completing applications using languages and software products.



Design and conducts test scripts



Recommend system solutions by comparing advantages and disadvantages



Complete applications development by coordinating requirements, schedules, and activities.



Contribute in team meetings.



Troubleshoot development and production problems across multiple environments and operating
platforms



Support users by developing documentation and assistance tools



Enhance organization reputation by accepting ownership for accomplishing new and different requests



Work on self-improvement by taking training and studying to take the next certification

Minimum Requirements:


A positive attitude, self-motivated with a thirst for knowledge



Good communication and interpersonal skills



Experience with Object Oriented Design



BA/AS in Computer Science, Information Systems or related technical degree / education



Knowledge of SQL, XML, REST, SOAP, Java or C#



Ability to travel

How to Apply:
Email resume to careers@ruletek.com.

